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VaLUENTiS expands its employee (engagement) survey solutions to
cover the breadth of client needs.
VaLUENTiS has expanded its employee (engagement) survey solutions to cover the breadth of
client needs. In effect, its solution is a sophisticated offering with five levels (tiers) of service
fulfilling the basic employee survey requirements through to detailed factor analysis and
implementation with corresponding longitudinal performance evaluation.
All of the solutions are based on the VaLUENTiS’ 5D Employee Engagement Model® with its
unique combination of core and customised question-statement design and measurement. With a
growing client base, VaLUENTiS now has (mark-to–market) benchmark data covering over 30
industry sectors both private and public.
Nicholas J Higgins, CEO of VaLUENTiS, stated that “Employee engagement finally seems to have
arrived in the market-place. We, ourselves, have been providing employee engagement as a
concept for some five years and count ourselves as one of the leading players. It is also the
reason as to why we now have such a portfolio of customised solutions for clients. We are one of
the very few suppliers who combine deep human capital management expertise with
questionnaire design expertise. Many in the industry tend to have expertise along only one of
these dimensions which we believe has been handicapping the HR function’s efforts.”
To find out more on VaLUENTiS’ employee engagement solutions, call the team on +44 (0)20
7887 6108 or e-mail the Practice leader Graeme Cohen (graeme.cohen@valuentis.com ).
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